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Food retail is adapting rapidly to the changing demands of
customers. For example, a customer can now find in all stores
product ranges which even five years ago were less common. Think
of biological food, gluten free, lactose free, vegan – the list grows.
The role of convenience and customer experience is getting more
important as well. However, stores still need to be equipped
with article surveillance systems. These systems usually do not
contribute to making grocery shopping more pleasant.
This white paper explains how food retailers can improve alarm
response in order to optimize sales while improving customer
experience and employee satisfaction.
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Low alarm response is one of
the biggest weaknesses in EAS
1. Why is customer experience becoming more important for food retailers?

2. How do Electronic Article Surveillance systems affect customer experience and employee happiness?

The smell of freshly baked bread, the friendly smile of a

Sadly, shoplifting is a fact of life in retail. Experience

To be an effective deterrent, an EAS system must make a

Of course, one could put one or more security guards

store assistant and adjusting the color of lighting to make

shows that electronic article surveillance (EAS) systems

potential shoplifter feel that there is a reasonably high risk,

in every store, but this would add enormously to the

vegetables and meat appear more fresh. These are just a

are a deterrent which help to reduce shoplifting. Let us

both that:

cost. Also, being approached by a security guard is very

few examples, which have been introduced in food retail

face the fact, that an EAS alarm does not contribute to a

• an article which they want to steal will create an alarm

embarrassing to a customer who might have created the

in the past years, that improve customer experience and

positive experience in the store. Some food retailers have,

• and that a member of staff is likely to respond to that

alarm only because a hard tag was not removed on a paid

keep your customers coming back.

for this reason, even chosen to take the losses rather than

alarm

use EAS in their stores.

article. This does not create a positive experience for the
customer.

Customers are not only looking for different foods, but

Ask yourself the question; when you go shopping, how

also looking for more convenience and a more customer

often do you see an EAS alarm being responded to by a

In food retail anyway, it is usually not a security guard but

friendly and positive experience inside the store; reasons

member of staff? Especially, if there is no security guard

the assistant at the checkout who is expected to respond

for food retailers to keep optimizing stores.

at hand.

to an EAS alarm. Low alarm response is one of the biggest
weaknesses in EAS. Experience in real food retail cases
learn this is caused by stress: it is very unpleasant for a
checkout assistant to stop scanning for the customer in
front of her in order to call after a customer, whose back is
probably turned and who is already walking away.
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By reducing the stress for
the assistant, you improve
the alarm response
3. How to take away the stress from the store staff by optimal antenna positioning
As mentioned in the previous chapter, low alarm response is one of the biggest weaknesses in EAS. If only, say, 20% of the alarms are even responded to, the potential ROI on your investment is lowered drastically. The positive side is that by reducing
the stress for the assistant, you improve the alarm response – more often and in a friendlier way. This improves the return on your investment in EAS.
How does the antenna positioning relate to stress levels for the checkout assistant and thus the alarm response? Below examples will clarify.

Just before the exit to the street

At the end of the checkout lane

Dual checkout

At the checkout

The benefit of positioning antennas at the exit is the

This solution has a higher investment level compared

At a dual checkout with the antenna in the middle, the

If an antenna is placed right at the point of payment,

relatively low level of investment. Downside of this

with positioning antennas at the exit. However, the

assistant cannot always be sure which customer has

the customer usually has not paid yet when the alarm is

strategy is the low alarm response, which is caused by

alarm response is much higher. Downside of this

created the alarm, which can also reduce the alarm

triggered.

the fact that the checkout assistant is already serving a

solution is that, if the antenna is bulky, it can get in the

response.

new customer. Reacting to an alarm in this case causes

way of the customer moving and packing the trolley.

inconvenience for the assistant and the new customer

Because the customer has not yet paid, the store assistant
is able to react to an alarm in a natural way: the assistant is

and, of course, the customer who walks out with an item

When the antenna is at the end of the checkout lane, the

still in eye contact with the customer, and has not finished

that might contain e.g. a tag on a paid article that was not

assistant has usually already started scanning the next

the transaction. If there is an alarm – which can also be

removed or deactivated.

customer and has to stop serving that customer in order

silent, with just an LED – the customer does not have

to call the first customer back. This disturbs the customer

to be called back. When the store assistant responds,

Alarm response in this case can be improved by a security

flow by slowing down both the customer who is packing

there is no embarrassing and stressful - unspoken - hint

guard, but this is an expensive and often seen as an

his trolley, who caused the alarm, and the customer

of suggesting that the customer is trying to steal. The

embarrassing solution.

who has just started to have his articles scanned.

customer can still place the “forgotten” item on the belt
and pay – turning potential shrinkage into a sale.

Because this can be can be embarrassing for both
customers, it is more stressful to the assistant; the result
is that alarm response is not 100%.
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Speed at the checkout is
of vital importance
4. Combining customer friendliness and employee happiness
Nedap has developed the Checkout Antenna; an EAS

On a technical note, it is possible to place the antenna

solution placed so close to the customer that the

right in front of the POS terminal because:

customer has placed everything on the belt but not yet

•

paid.

it is small enough to be placed so that the top is no
higher than the screen of the POS terminal, so eye
contact is not reduced

Because the customer has to go close to the antenna to

•

a new Nedap technology reduces the detection on

pay, the detection of 75cm (of a 4x4 label) is more than

the side of the scanner to generally less than 10cm,

enough. In fact, even the smaller labels typically used for

so that articles which are not yet scanned do not

Health & Beauty products, will be detected.

create alarms
•

By reducing embarrassment and stress both for

Speed at the checkout is of vital importance. Even when

customers and for store staff, the alarm response

attached to an existing checkout, the antenna only

is practically 100%. Because everybody sees that

intrudes about 3 cm into the aisle. It does not get in the

alarms are responded to, a potential shoplifter will

customer’s way when pushing the trolley in it.

decide not to take the risk.
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Questions?
We have the answers
Every industry has its own unique challenges and opportunities. Nedap Retail creates
unique solutions, geared to your industry, to help you take full advantage of social,
mobile, cloud, and analytics as you transform your business.
Contact your local Nedap certified partner www.nedap-retail.com/contact

more information | www.nedap-retail.com

